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Abstract. In this research, we propose two variants of the Firefly Algorithm (FA), namely inward intensified 
exploration FA (IIEFA) and compound intensified exploration FA (CIEFA), for undertaking the obstinate 
problems of initialization sensitivity and local optima traps of the K-means clustering model. To enhance the 
capability of both exploitation and exploration, matrix-based search parameters and dispersing mechanisms are 
incorporated into the two proposed FA models. We first replace the attractiveness coefficient with a randomized 
control matrix in the IIEFA model to release FA from the constraints of biological law, as the exploitation 
capability in the neighbourhood is elevated from a one-dimensional to multi-dimensional search mechanism 
with enhanced diversity in search scopes, scales, and directions. Besides that, we employ a dispersing 
mechanism in the second CIEFA model to dispatch fireflies with higsimilarities to new positions out of the 
close neighbourhood to perform global exploration. This dispersing mechanism ensures sufficient variance 
between fireflies in comparison to increase search efficiency. The ALL-IDB2 database, a skin lesion data set, 
and a total of 12 UCI data sets are employed to evaluate efficiency of the proposed FA models on clustering 
tasks. The minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR)-based feature selection method is also adopted 
to reduce feature dimensionality. The empirical results indicate that the proposed FA models demonstrate 
statistically significant superiority in both distance and performance measures for clustering tasks in comparison 
with conventional K-means clustering, five classical search methods, an five advanced FA variants. 
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1. Introduction 
Clustering analysis is one of the fundamental methods of discovering and understanding underlying patterns 
embodied in data by partitioning data objects into several clusters according to measured or perceived intrinsic 
characteristics or similarity [1]. As a result of the clustering process, data samples with high similarity are 
grouped in the same cluster, while those with distinctions are categorized into ifferent clusters. Clustering 
analysis has been widely adopted by many disciplines, such as image segmentation [2-8], text mining [9-11], 
bioinformatics [12, 13], wireless sensor networks [14, 15]and financial analysis [16]. In general, conventional 
clustering algorithms can be broadly categorized into two groups: partitioning and hierarchical methods. The 
partitioning methods divide data samples into several clusters simultaneously, where each instance can only 
exclusively belong to one specific cluster. On the other hand, the hierarchical methods build a hierarchy of 
clusters, either in an agglomerative or divisive mode. K-means (KM) clustering is one of the popular 
partitioning methods, and is widely used owing to its simplicity, effici ncy, and ease of  implementation [1]. 
 
Despite the abovementioned merits, KM clustering suffers from a number of limitations, such as initialization 
sensitivity [1, 17], susceptibility to noise [18, 19], and vulnerability to undesirable sample distributions [19]. 
Specifically, real-life clustering tasks pose diverse challenges to KM clustering, owing to complexity embedded 
in data samples, such as immense dimensionality, d sturbance of noise and outliers, irregular, sparse, and 
imbalanced sample distributions, and clusters with overlap or narrow class margins [1]. These complexities 
overtly violate restrictive assumptions embedded in KM, i.e. spherical sample distributions and evenly sized 
clusters, therefore leading to limitations in interpretability for such complex data distributions [18, 19]. 
Moreover, KM suffers from initialization sensitivity and local optima traps owing to its operating mechanism of 
local search around the configuration of initial centroids [1, 17]. As characterised by their powerful search 
capability in terms of exploration and exploitation, metaheuristic search algorithms have been widely employed 
to assist KM to escape from local optima traps by exploring and obtaining more optimized configurations of 
initial centroids. The negative impacts imposed by challenging real-life data can, therefore, be mitigated owing 
to more accurate cluster identification resulted from the optimized centroids. The effectiveness of such hybrid 
clustering models has been extensively validated by empirical studies, e.g. Tabu Search (TS) [20, 21], Simulated 
Annealing (SA) [22], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [23], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [24, 25], Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO) [26, 27], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [27-29], Cuckoo Search (CS) [29, 30], 
Firefly Algorithm (FA) [31, 32], Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [33, 34], Black Hole Algorithm (BH) 
[35], and Big Bang-Big Crunch algorithm (BB-BC) [36]. 
 
As one of newly proposed metaheuristic search algorithms, FA possesse  unique capability of automatic 
subdivision in comparison with other metaheuristic search algorithms. Thi  unique property endows FA with 
advantages in tackling multimodal optimisation problems, such as clustering analysis, which entail sub-optimal 
distraction and high nonlinearity [37-42]. However, the original FA model has limitations i  search diversity 
and efficiency. As an example, with respect to search diversity, the search behaviours in FA are always 
constrained to a diagonal-based search in principle for any pair of fireflies in comparison. Owing to such a 
diagonal-based search action, instead of a region-based one, the search process tends to reduce the probability 
for fireflies to identify more promising search direction, leading to stagnation. On the other hand, with respect to 
search efficiency, the current search mechanism forces one firefly to approach the brighter ones in the 
neighbourhood without considering the fitness distinctiveness between th m. As a result, many movements 
become futile and ineffective in navigating the search process to a more promising region, since there is no 
difference for movement towards neighbouring fireflies with large or small fitness differences to that of the 
current individual. Therefore, search efficiency is compromised with constrained search diversity. The 
limitations of KM clustering, these identified deficiencies of FA, and diverse challenges of real-life clustering 
tasks constitute the major motivations of this research. 
  
This research aims to address the above drawbacks of the original FA model and resolve the initialization 
sensitivity and local optima traps of conventional KM clustering. Two modified FA models, namely inward 
intensified exploration FA (IIEFA) and compound intensified exploration FA (CIEFA), are proposed. As one of 
the main contributions of this research, two novel strategies are formulated to increase search diversification and 
efficiency. Firstly, a randomized control matrix is proposed in IIEFA to replace the attractiveness coefficient in 
the original FA model, in order to intensify exploitation diversity. It enables the diagonal-based search action in 
the original FA model to be elevated to a multi-dimensional region-based search mechanism with greater scales 
and directions in the search space. Secondly, besides the above strategy, the diversity of global exploration is 
enhanced in CIEFA by dispersing fireflies with high similarities in the early stage of the search process and 
relocating them in various directions and scales outside the scope between fireflies in comparison. This enables 
the distribution of the firefly swarm to expand to a more substantial space, therefore less likely to be trapped in 
local optima. The search efficiency is also improved by the guarantee of sufficient variance between fireflies in 
comparison, especially in the early convergence stage. The proposed FA models are incorporated into the KM 
clustering algorithm to enhance its clustering performance. The minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance 
[43] (mRMR)-based feature selection method is adopted to reduce feature dimensionality. A total of 12 UCI 
data sets, a skin lesion data set, and the ALL-IDB2 database are used to evaluate the proposed models. Five 
clustering performance indicators, i.e. intra-cluster distances, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and FscoreM, are 
used to indicate the model efficiency. The empirical results indicate that the proposed IIEFA and CIEFA models 
demonstrate a superior capability of dealing with both high-dimensional as well as low-dimensional clustering 
tasks, and outperform the KM clustering algorithm, five classical search methods, and five other FA variants 
statistically.  
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces conventio al KM clustering and FA models, 
modified FA variants, and the incorporation of metaheuristic algorithms with clustering models for clustering 
analysis. In Section 3, the proposed FA models, namely IIEFA and CIEFA, are presented comprehensively. 
Section 4 presents the evaluation of the proposed models and comparison with ther methods. Section 5 further 
explains the distinctiveness of the two proposed IIEFA and CIEFA models. Conclusions are drawn and future 
research directions are presented in Section 6.    
2. Related Research 
In this section, we firstly introduce the conventional KM clustering and FA models. Then, we review FA 
variants and clustering models, which incorporate metaheuristic algorithms, n the literature. 
 
2.1 K-means Clustering 
The KM clustering algorithm partitions data samples into different clusters based on dista ce measures. It finds 
a partition such that the squared error between the empirical mean of a cluster and he points in the cluster is 
minimized [1]. Let = { , , … , } be a set of  data samples to be clustered into a set of  clusters, � ={� , = , … , }. The goal of KM clustering is to minimize the sum of the squared error ove  all  clusters, 
which is defined as follows: 
  � = ∑ ∑ −∈�=                                                                                                                  (1) 
where � , , , and  represent the ℎ cluster, the centroid for ℎ  cluster, data samples belonging to the ℎcluster, and the total number of clusters, respectively. 
In KM clustering, cluster centroids are initialized randomly. Data samples are assigned to the closest cluster, 
which is determined by the distances between the corresponding centroid and dat  samples. The centroid f each 
cluster is updated by calculating the mean value of all data samples within the respective cluster. Then, the 
process of partitioning data samples into the corresponding clusters is rpeated according to the updated cluster 
centroids until the specified termination criteria are met. The KM clustering algorithm shows impressive 
performances for a wide range of applications, including computer vision [44], pattern recognition [45] and 
information retrieval [46]. It often serves as a pre-processing method for other complex models to provide an 
initial configuration.  
Despite the advantages and popularity, KM clustering suffers from a number of limitations owing to its 
restrictive assumptions and operating mechanisms. One of the key drawbacks of KM is initialization sensitivity 
[1, 17]. Specifically, the process of minimizing the sum of intra-cluster distances in KM is, in essence, a local 
search surrounding the initial centroids. As a result, the performance of KM heavily depends on the initial 
configuration of cluster centroids. In addition, owing to its operating mechanisms and the randomness during 
centroid initialization, KM is more likely to suffer from local optima traps. This drawback of KM clustering 
serves as one of the main motivations of this research. 
 
2.2 Firefly Algorithm 
The FA model performs the search operation according to the foraging behaviours of fireflies [47]. In FA, a 
swarm of fireflies is initiated randomly, and each firefly denotes one initial solution. A fitness score is calculated 
based on the objective function f each firefly, which is then assigned as the light intensity. According to [47], 
fireflies with lower light intensities are attracted to those with strong illuminations in the neighbourhood, as 
defined in Eq. (2).     
� + = � + −� (� − � ) + �                                                                                                                (2)
where  and  denote fireflies with lower and higher light intensities, respectively, while �  and �  denote the 
current positions of fireflies  and  at the ℎ  iteration, respectively. Parameter  is the initial attractiveness 
while  is the light absorption coefficient, and   denotes the distance between fireflies  and . In addition,  
is a randomization coefficient, while �  is a vector of random numbers drawn from a Gaussian distribution or a 
uniform distribution.  
The major advantage of FA lies in its attraction mechanism. The attractiveness-based movements enable the 
firefly swarm to automatically subdivide into subgroups, where each group swarms around one mode or a local 
optimum solution [40, 47]. When the population size is sufficiently higher than the number of local optima, the 
subdivision ability in FA is able to find all optima simultaneously in principle, and, therefore, attain the global 
optima. This automatic subdivision ability enables the FA model to tackle optimisa on problems characterised 
as highly nonlinear and multimodal, which exactly match the characteristics of clustering problems evaluated in 
this research, namely data sets with many local optima traps and nonlinearity.  
 
2.3 FA Variants 
While the original FA model demonstrates some unique properties in its search mechanism, it  suffers from slow 
convergence and high computational complexity, owing to its behaviour of following all brighter fireflies in the 
neighbourhood [48]. Additionally, fireflies can fall into stagnation during the search process, as the distance 
between fireflies increases and the attractiveness component (−� ) approaches zero. Many FA variants have 
been proposed to overcome these problems by increasing the exploration ability and search diversification of the 
original FA model. The strategies employed to improve the original FA model can be gen rally categorized into 
three groups, i.e. adaptive processes of parameter tuning, population diversification, and integration of hybrid 
search patterns [49]. Ozsoydan and Baykasoglu [50] proposed a quantum firefly swarm model t  tackle 
multimodal dynamic optimization problems. Four strategies were incorporated into their model: (1) multi-
swarms based search; (2) two types of movements undertaken by neutral and quantum fireflies respectively in 
each sub-swarm; (3) simplification of firefly position updating; and (4) employment of two sub-swarm 
prioritizing techniques, i.e. sequential selection and roulette wheel selection. The quantum firefly swarm model 
was evaluated with the Moving Peaks Benchmark problem to locate and track the moving optima. The obtained 
results indicated that the quantum firefly swarm model was competitive and promising in comparison with 13 
well-known algorithms in dynamic optimization problems, including mCPSO-with anticonvergence, mCPSO-
without anticonvergence, mQSO-with anticonvergence, mQSO-without anticonvergence, SPSO, rSPSO, 
BSPSO, RWS, and SPSO-PD. Banerjee et al. [51] proposed a Repulsion-Propulsion FA (PropFA) model by 
incorporating three strategies, i.e. (1) introduction of adaptive mechanisms for both randomization coefficient  
and light absorption coefficient , (2) incorporation of the global best solution as a component for swa m 
position update, and (3) replacement of the Euclidean distance measurement with Manhattan distance 
measurement. Three ratios were yielded to construct the adaptive search parameter mechanisms based on a short 
term memory of the last positions and light intensities of fireflies. The PropFA model was evaluated using 18 
classical benchmark functions, 14 additional functions of CEC-2005, and 28 functions of CEC-2013. The results 
demonstrated the competitiveness of the PropFA model in finding better solutions in comparison with PSO, 
EDA (Estimation of Distribution Algorithms), RC-EA (Mutation Step Co-evolution), RC-Memetic (Real-Coded 
Memetic Algorithm), CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy) on CEC-2005 benchmark 
functions, and SHADE, CoDE (DE with composite trial vector generation strategies and control parameters), 
Jade (Adaptive DE with optional external archive) on CEC-2013 benchmark functions. The PropFA model was 
also employed to estimate the spill area of a fast expanding oil spill, and the PropFA-based confinement strategy 
proved to be successful. 
Baykasoglu and Ozsoydan [52] proposed a variant of FA, i.e., FA2, with two strategies: (1) replacing the 
exponential function with an  inverse function of distance as the attractiveness coefficient, and (2) constructing a 
threshold probability for a firefly’s position to be updated or otherwise. The FA2 model was tested by both static 
and dynamic multidimensional knapsack problems. The obtained results indicated that FA2 was more effective 
than GE, DA, and FA. Sadhu et al. [53] proposed a Q-learning induced FA (QFA) model. Q-learning was used 
to generate light absorption coefficient  and randomization coefficient  with a fitness rank based rewarding 
and penalizing mechanism. The generated pair, < ,  >, was capable of producing high-performing fireflies in 
each step. The QFA model was tested with fifteen benchmark functions in CEC 2015, and with a real-world 
path planning problem of a robotic manipulator with various obstacles. The empirical results confirmed the 
superiority of the QFA model in terms of solution quality and run-time complexity in comparison with other  
algorithms, e.g. AFA (adaptive FA), DEsPA (Differential Evolution with success-based parameter adaption), 
SRPSO (Self-regulating PSO), SDMS-PSO2 (Self adaptive dynamic multi-swarm PSO), SLPSO (social 
learning PSO), and LFABC (Levy flight Artificial Bee Colony). Zhang et al. [54] proposed a modified FA 
model for feature selection by incorporating three strategies, i.e. the improved attractiveness operations guided 
by SA-enhanced neighbouring and global optimal signals, chaotic diversified search mechanisms, and diversion 
of weak solutions. The modified FA model was tested with feature selection problems using 29 classification 
and 11 regression benchmark data sets. The experimental results indicated that the proposed FA variant 
outperformed 11 classical search methods in undertaking diverse feature selection tasks, i.e. PSO, GA, FA, SA, 
CS, TS, Differential Evolution (DE), Bat Swarm Optimization (BSO), Dragonfly Algorithm (DA), Ant-Lion 
Optimization (ALO), Memetic Algorithm with Local Search Chain (MA-LS), and 10 popular FA variants, i.e. 
FA with neighbourhood attraction (NaFA) [48], SA incorporated with FA (SFA) [55], SA incorporated with 
both Levy flights and FA (LSFA) [55], Opposition and Dimensional FA (ODFA) [56], FA with logistic map as 
the attractiveness coefficient (CFA1) [57], FA with a Gauss map as the attractiveness coefficient (CFA2) [58], 
FA with a variable step wise (VSSFA) [59], FA with a random attraction (RaFA) [60], a modified FA 
incorporating chaotic Tent map and global best based search operation (MCFA) [61], and a hybrid multi-
objective FA (HMOFA) [62]. 
FA and its variants have also been widely used for solving multimodal optimisation problems. Gandomi et al. 
[41] applied FA to a set of seven mixed variable structural optimization problems with nonlinearity and multiple 
local optima. The empirical results indicated that FA was more efficient than other metaheuristic algorithms, 
such as PSO, GA, and Harmony Search (HS), on these optimization tasks. Nekouie and Yaghoobi [38] proposed 
a hybrid method on the basis of FA for solving multimodal optimisation problems. In their study, KM was used 
to cluster the FA population into several subpopulations. FA with a roaming technique was employed to identify 
multiple local optima, while SA was used to further improve the local promising solutions. A set of 15 
multimodal test functions was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the hybrid model. The empirical results 
demonstrated its great advantages over other methods such as Niche GSA (NGSA), r2P O (a l-best PSO with a 
ring topology and each member interacting with its immediate member on its right), r3PSO (a l-best PSO with a 
ring topology and each member interacting with its immediate members on both its left and right), r2PSO-lhc 
(r2PSO with no overlapping neighbourhoods), FER-PSO (Fitness Euclidean-dist nce Ratio based PSO), and 
SPSO (Speciation-based PSO). Zhang et al. [39] proposed a modified FA model for ensemble model 
construction for classification and regression problems. Their FA variant embedded attractiveness strategies 
guided by both neighbouring and global promising solutions, as well as evading mechanisms with the 
consideration of local and global worst experiences. Their FA variant was evaluated with standard, shifted, and 
composite test functions, as well as the Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking test suite and several high-
dimensional UCI data sets. The experimental results indicated that their FA model outperformed several state-
of-the-art FA variants and classical search methods in solving diverse complex unimodal and multimodal 
optimization and ensemble reduction problems. Yang [42] proposed a multi-objective FA model (MOFA) for 
solving optimization problems with multiple objectives and complex nonlinear constraints. Evaluated with five 
mathematical artificial landscapes with convex, nonconvex, discontinuous Pareto fronts, and complex Pareto 
sets, the empirical results indicated that MOFA outperformed seven established multi-objective algorithms, i.e. 
vector evaluated GA (VEGA), Non-dominated Sorting GA II (NSGA-II ), multi-objective DE (MODE), DE for 
multi-objective optimization (DEMO), multi-objective Bees algorithms (Bees), and Strength Pareto 
Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA). A comprehensive review on evolutionary algorithms for multimodal 
optimization is also provided in [63].  
 
Despite the abovementioned studies, there are certain limitations in search diversification imposed by the strict 
obedience of biological laws in the original FA model. These limitations are rarely addressed in the existing 
literature. Specifically, the position updating strategy in FA in Eq. (2) is constructed according to the firefly 
foraging behaviours, which is employed to guide one firefly to approach another with a higher light intensity by 
multiplying the position difference of these two fireflies (� − � ) with their relative attractiveness component 
( −� ). While the inheritance of biological laws enables one firefly to approach another with a more 
favourable position, the dimensionality and diversity through the approching process are severely constrained, 
since the movement can only happen on the diagonal direction composed by two fireflies, in accordance with 
the formula. As illustrated in Fig. 1, in a two-dimensional scenario, the green and red dots symbolize fireflies  
and . If we view both fireflies as vectors, the position difference of these two fireflies (� − � ) can be 
represented by the red line denoted as ∆  in Fig. 1. The calculation of attractiveness practically imposes one 
constant isotropic factor ( −� ) on all dimensions of the position difference between fireflies  and , 
therefore, the lack of variance among different dimensions. As a result, instead of exploring flexibly in the entire 
solution space, the fireflies can merely move along the specific diagonal trajectory between two fireflies in 
comparison, and the search area is shrunk drastically from a two-dimensional green rectangular into a one-
dimensional red line, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the chances of finding the global optima are reduced, since 
search diversification is constrained severely owing to the limitations of the biological laws in the original FA 
model. In order to mitigate the limitations, matrix-based search parameters and dispersing mechanisms are 
proposed in this research, which are incorporated into the proposed FA models to enhance exploitation and 
exploration. 
 
Fig. 1. The movement of fireflies in a two-dimensional search space (∆  denotes the position difference 
between fireflies and  
2.4 Clustering Models Integrated with Metaheuristic Algorithms 
A number of metaheuristic search algorithms have been employed to overcome the problems of initialization 
sensitivity and local optima traps of classical clustering algorithms. Karaboga and Ozturk [24] proposed an 
ABC-based clustering method by incorporating the original ABC model with KM clustering. The ABC-based 
clustering method was evaluated using 13 UCI data sets. The obtained results d monstrated the competitiveness 
of the combination of ABC with KM clustering in managing clustering tasks in comparison with those of PSO 
and nine classification techniques (e.g. Bayes Net, MultiLayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network (MLP), 
Radial Basis Function Artificial Neural Network (RBF), Naïve Bayes Tree (NBTree), and Bagging). Shelokar et 
al. [26] incorporated the original ACO model with KM clustering. Two simulated and three UCI data sets were 
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed ACO-based clustering method. The ACO-based clustering 
method showed advantages in comparison with SA, GA, and TS in terms of quality of solution, average number 
of function evaluations, and processing time. Chen and Ye [28] proposed a PSO-based clustering method (PSO-
clustering) and evaluated its performance on four artificial data sets. The obtained results indicated a better 
performance of PSO-clustering over those of KM and Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithms. Senthilnath et al. 
[31] employed FA for clustering analysis. The performance of the FA-based clustering method was tested with 
13 UCI data sets. The FA model demonstrated superiority in terms of clustering error rates and computational 
efficiency over ABC, PSO, and nine other traditional classification methods (e.g. Bayes Net, MLP, and RBF). 
Hatamlou et al. [33] formulated a hybrid clustering method, namely GSA-KM, by combining GSA and KM 
clustering. The GSA-KM method was tested with five UCI data sets. It demonstrated advantages in terms of 
quality of solutions and convergence speed in comparison with seven well-known algorithms, i.e. KM clustering, 
GA, SA, ACO, PSO, GSA, and Honey Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO). Hatamlou [35] then produced a 
Black Hole (BH) Algorithm to enhance the KM clustering performance. The BH-based clustering method was 
tested with six UCI data sets. It demonstrated a better performance in comparison with those of KM clustering, 
GSA, and PSO. Moreover, Hatamlou et al. [36] also applied the Big Bang-Big Crunch algorithm (BB-BC) to  
clustering analysis. The BB-BC results outperformed those of KM clustering, GA, and PSO with several UCI 
data sets. 
A number of modified metaheuristic search algorithms are available to further improve the performance of the 
original metaheuristic algorithm-based clustering methods. Das et al. [25] proposed a modified Bee Colony 
Optimization (MBCO) model by adopting both fairness and cloning concepts. The introduction of a fairness 
concept allowed bees with low probabilities to have a chance to be selected for enhancing search diversity. The 
employed cloning concept enabled the global best solution to be kept in the next iteration to accelerate 
convergence. Two hybrid clustering methods, namely MKCLUST and KMCLUST, were subsequently 
constructed based on MBCO. Additionally, a probability based selection method was introduced to allocate the 
remaining unassigned data samples to clusters. The MBCO method was evaluated with seven UCI data sets. It 
outperformed some existing algorithms, e.g. ACO, PSO, and KM clustering, while the proposed hybrid 
MKCLUST and KMCLUST models, on average, outperformed some existing hybrid methods, e.g. K-PSO 
(combination of PSO and KM), K-HS (combination of Harmony Search and KM), and IBCOCLUST (improved 
BCO clustering algorithm). In Niknam and Amiri [27], a hybrid evoluti nary clustering model, namely FAPSO-
ACO-K, was proposed by combining three traditional algorithms, i.e. FAPSO (fuzzy adaptive PSO), ACO, and 
KM. The proposed model was tested with four artificial and six UCI data sets. FAPSO-ACO-K was able to 
resolve the problem of initialization sensitivity in KM clustering. It outperformed other algorithms, such as PSO, 
ACO, SA, PSO-SA (combination of PSO and SA), ACO-SA (combination of ACO and SA), PSO-ACO 
(combination of PSO and ACO), GA, and TS. Boushaki et al. [30] constructed a quantum chaotic Cuckoo 
Search (QCCS) algorithm using chaotic maps and nonhomogeneous update based on the quantum theory to 
increase global exploration. The QCCS model was tested with six UCI data sets. QCCS outperformed eight 
well-known methods, including GQCS (genetic quantum CS), HCSDE (hybrid CS and DE), KICS (hybrid KM 
and improved CS), CS, QPSO (quantum PSO), KCPSO (hybrid KM chaotic PSO), GA, and DE, for solving 
clustering problems. In Zhou and Li [32], two FA variants, namely the probabilistic firefly KM (PFK) and the 
greedy probabilistic firefly KM (GPFK), were proposed for data clustering. The PFK model employed a cluster 
channel array to store the probability of each data object belonging to each cluster in the encoding system. 
Instead of moving towards all brighter fireflies as in PFK, the GPFK algorithm adopte  a greedy search strategy, 
in which each firefly only moved towards the brightest firefly in the swarm. The PFK and GPFK models 
outperformed KM clustering and FA based on the evaluation of four UCI data sets. Hassanzadeh and Meybodi 
[64] proposed a modified FA model (MFA) for clustering analysis. The MFA model not only employed 
neighbouring brighter fireflies but also the global best solution to provide guidance for the search process. The 
MFA model was evaluated with five UCI data sets. I  outperformed three other clustering methods, including 
KM, PSO, and KPSO. Han et al. [34] proposed a modified GSA model for clustering analysis, namely BFGSA. 
The mean position of the seven nearest neighbours of the global best solution was used to enable the leader to 
escape from the local optima traps. Based on 13 UCI data sets, BFGSA outperformed nine classical search 
methods, including GSA, PSO, ABC, FA, KM, NM-PSO (fusion of Nelder-Mead simplex and PSO), K-PSO 
(fusion of KM and PSO), K-NM-PSO (fusion of KM, Nelder-Mead simplex and PSO), and CPSO (Chaotic PSO) 
[34]. A comprehensive survey on metaheuristic algorithms for partitioning clustering can be found in Na da and 
Panda [65].  
3. Methodology 
We construct the hybrid clustering models on the basis of FA owing to its unique property of automatic 
subdivision and its advantages in tackling multimodal optimisation problems [40, 47]. However, the identified 
limitations pertaining to search diversity and search efficiency in the original FA model may impose certain 
constraints on identification of optimal centroids in clustering analysis. Therefore, in this research, we propose 
two modified FA models, namely IIEFA and CIEFA, to overcome limitations f the original FA model and 
mitigate the problems of initialization sensitivity and local optima traps of KM clustering. The proposed models 
intensify the diversification of exploration both in the neighbourhood and global search space, and lift the 
constraints of the biological laws in the original FA model. We introduce the proposed models in detail in the 
following sub-sections. 
3.1. The Proposed Inward Intensified Exploration FA (IIEFA) Model 
The aim of IIEFA is to expand the one-dimensional search in the original FA model to a multi-dimensional 
scale by replacing the attractiveness term −�  with a random matrix �, as illustrated in Eq. (3).  � + = � + � × (� − � ) + �                                                                                                                  (3) 
+ = × �                                                                                                                                                        (4) 
where � denotes a control matrix where each element is drawn from [0, 1] randomly, while  denotes an 
adaptive randomization step based on a geometric annealing schedule, with � as an adaptive coefficient. 
According to [47], � is recommended to have a value in the range of 0.95 to 0.99. We set  � to 0.97 in this study, 
in accordance with the recommendation in [47] and several trial-and-error rsults in our experiments. This 
adaptive randomization step enables the search process to start with a larger random step to increase global 
exploration and fine-tune the solution vectors in subsequent iterations w th a smaller search parameter. 
By multiplying the control matrix, �, each dimension of the position difference (� − � ) between two fireflies 
is assigned with a unique random number in [0, 1], therefore being shrunk disproportionately with various 
magnitudes. Subsequently, the resulting solutions after this operation c n be any vectors originated from the 
current firefly solution, randomly distributed in the green approaching area in comparison with residing in the 
red diagonal line as in original FA model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The random control matrix operation possesses 
two-fold advantages. Firstly, the search directions in the neighbourho d are not constrained to the diagonal line, 
but become more diversified. Secondly, the movement scales become more diverse owing to the impact of 
various magnitudes on each dimension. Fig. 1 provides an example of possible directions and scales in the 
neighbourhood search, indicated by vectors with green arrows. Therefore, IIEFA possesses a better search 
capability by extending exploration of fireflies from a one-dimensional diagonal direction to a multi-
dimensional space in the neighbourhood. In other words, exploration of the swarm increases along with the 
firefly congregation process. This first proposed FA variant is hereby characterized as an inward intensified 
exploration FA model. The pseudo-code of IIEFA is presented in Algorithm 1.  
Algorithm 1 – The pseudo-code of the proposed IIEFA model
1. Start 
2. Initialize a population of  fireflies 
3. Initialize randomization parameter and set experimental parameters 
4. Define the objective function/light intensity = �  
5. Calculate light intensity for each firefly 
6. while (t< Max iteration) or (other converging criteria not being met) 
7.  for <=  
8.   for <=  
9.    if  <    
10.     Generate a control matrix � 
11.     Update the position of firefly  by moving towards firefly  using Eq. (3) 
12.              end if 
13.  Check the new position not to exceed the range of problem variables 
14.   end for 
15.  end for 
16. Update the randomization step  using Eq. (4) 
17. end while 
18. Export the global best position �, and global best fitness value � 
19. End
 
3.2 The Proposed Compound Intensified Exploration FA (CIEFA) Model 
In the original FA model, after being initiated, the whole firefly swarm tends to congregate continu usly until 
convergence at one point. As such, the search process can be deemed as an inward contracting process, no 
matter how early the search stage is, or how close or similar two neighbouring fireflies are. Consequently, the 
approaching movement between fireflies with similar light intensities (i.e. fitness scores) at an early stage is 
more likely to result in waste of the resource, since the fitness score of th current firefly is very unlikely to be 
drastically improved under this circumstance by following the neighbouring slightly better solution, but with a
high probability of being trapped in local optima. Therefore, we propose the second FA variant, i.e. a compound 
intensified exploration FA (CIEFA) model, by integrating both inward nd outward search mechanisms to 
overcome this limitation inherent in the original FA model. This new CIEFA model is produced based on the 
first IIEFA model. Specifically, CIEFA combines the inward exploration strategy embedded in IIEFA with a 
newly proposed dispersing mechanism based on dissimilarity measures to increase diversification. Eq. (5) 
defines the proposed dissimilarity measure � � �  between two fireflies. � � � = ( − ) ( � − )⁄                                                                                                            (5) 
where and  represent the fitness scores of fireflies and , respectively, in the ℎiteration, while  represents 
the current global best solution, and � denotes its fitness score in the ℎ iteration. 
As illustrated in Eq. (5), we employ � � �   to distinguish fireflies with weak or strong light intensity 
differences to that of the current firefly, whereby the neighbouring solutions, with � � � < .5, are 
labelled as ‘ineffective individuals’, whereas those with distinctive variance in light intensities, i.e. � � � > .5, are labelled as ‘effective individuals’, through the position updating process. Eqs. (6)-(7) 
define the outward search operation for the ‘ineffective individuals’, with � � � < .5 . This new 
outward search operation enables firefly  to not only perform local exploitation of firefly , but also force firefly 
 to jump out of the space between  and  so as to explore an outer space. It expands search exploration of the 
weaker firefly  to accelerate convergence. On the contrary, when � � � > .5, the inward intensified 
exploration formula in IIEFA is used to dispatch firefly  using ‘effective individuals’.  � + = � + .∗ �.∗ (� − � ) + �                                                                                                            (6)� = − �⁄ ∗ + �                                                                                                                               (7) 
In Eq. (6), � denotes a step control matrix for this new outward operation, while  represents a direction control 
matrix with each element being drawn randomly from -1 and 1. The step control matrix, �, for the outward 
search operation is further defined in Eq. (7), where  represents the current iteration number while �  is the 
maximum number of iterations. Parameter � denotes the control matrix that consists of random numbers in [0,
1], as defined earlier in IIEFA, with the same feature dimension as that of the firefly swarm.  
The step control matrix, �, is employed to regulate the extent of outward exploration n each dimension and the 
balance between exploration and exploitation through the whole search process. Owing to the randomness 
introduced by the control matrix, � in IIEFA, as defined in Eq. (3), the elements in � possess different values 
from each other, but all follow the same trend of variation as the iteration number builds up. As an example, the 
change of one element from � against the iteration number is illustrated in Fig. 2. This example element in � 
decreases from 2 to 0, governing the exploration scale on each dimension as the count of iterations builds up. 
The exploration operation is conducted outwardly when the element in � is greater than 1, otherwise the 
exploration operation is performed inwardly. 
 
Fig. 2. An example of the change of one element from the step control matrix, �, through iterations 
Based on the variance of the element in F g. 2, it is observed that the whole search process of ‘ineffective 
individuals’ with low fitness dissimilarities (� � � < .5) goes through three stages as the iteration 
builds up. In the first stage, the outward exploration action dominates the first 50 (out of 200) iterations 
approximately, where the ‘ineffective individuals’ are dispersed to explore a greater unexploited search domain. 
In the second stage, both inward and outward explorations reside in th 50th-90th iterations, in order to balance 
between exploitation and exploration. In the third stage, the inward exploration operation replaces the outward 
exploration movement, and takes control once the number of iterations exceeds 90, as the whole swarm 
gradually congregates and converges altogether. It should be noted that the iteration numbers used for the 
division of three search modes fluctuate slightly around the thresholds given in the illustrated example in Fig. 2, 
since the randomness of � affects the magnitude of elements in � delicately. Nevertheless, the general adaptive 
patterns coherently apply to the whole search process with respect to all dimensions in fireflies. Moreover, each 
element (either -1 or 1) in  controls the direction of the movement along each corresponding dimension, which 
enables fireflies to fully explore and exploit the search space.  
The whole search process of ‘ineffective individuals’ with low dissimilarity levels (� � � < .5) is 
depicted in Fig. 3. With the assistance of three different position updating operations (indicated in three colours) 
in Fig. 3, not only the search diversity in direction and scope among fireflies with high similarities is improved 
significantly and local stagnation is mitigated effectively. The search efficiency is also enhanced because of the 
guarantee of heterogeneity between fireflies in movement. On the other hand, t e movement of ‘effective 
individuals’ with distinctive position variance follows the same strategy in IIEFA, as illustrated in Eq. (3). In 
short, CIEFA enhances diversity of exploration one step further, and inherits all merits by combining both 
inward and outward intensified exploration mechanisms. 
Moreover, according to the empirical results, the proportion of calling the dispersing search mechanism in 
CIEFA for ‘ineffective individuals’ among the total number of position updating varies slightly, and is 
dependent on the parameter settings (e.g. the maximum number of iterations and the size of the firefly 
population) as well as the problems at hand (e.g. the employed data sets). Taking the Sonar data set as an 
example, the proportion of running the dispersing mechanism varies between 40% and 52% for each trial with a 
population of 50 fireflies and a maximum number of 200 iterations. The average proportion of calling the 
dispersing mechanism in CIEFA over a series of 30 trials is 47.18% under the same setting. The pseudo-code of 
CIEFA is provided in Algorithm 2. 
 
Fig. 3. Distribution of the updated positions of firefly  through iterations in the CIEFA model in a two-
dimensional search space when � � � < .5 
Algorithm 2 – The pseudo-code of the proposed CIEFA model
1. Start 
2. Initialize a swarm of  fireflies 
3. Initialize randomization parameter and set experiment parameters 
4. Define the objective function/light intensity = �  
5. Calculate light intensity for each firefly 
6. while (t< Max iteration) or (other converging criteria not being met) 
7.  for <=   
8.   for <=  
9.    if  <     
10.      Calculate � � � using Eq. (5) 
11.       Generate a random matrix �  
12.    if � � � < .5 
13.       Calculate control matrix � using Eq. (7) 
14.      Generate direction matrix  
15.       Update position of firefly  by moving towards using Eq. (6) 
16.    else � � � ≥ .5 
17.      Update position of firefly  by moving towards using Eq. (3) 
18.    end if 
19.   Check the new position not to exceed the range of problem variables 
20.   end if 
21.    end for 
22.  end for 
23.  Update  using Eq. (4) 
24. end while 
25. Export the global best position �, and the global best fitness value � 
26. End
 
3.3 The Proposed Clustering Approach based on the IIEFA and CIEFA Models 
The proposed IIEFA and CIEFA algorithms are subsequently employed to construct two novel clustering 
models to undertake initialization sensitivity and local optima traps of the original KM clustering algorithm. The 
flowchart and pseudo-code of the proposed clustering method are presented in Fig. 4 and Algorithm 3, 
respectively. 
 
Algorithm 3 – The pseudo-code of the proposed clustering method
1. Start 
2. Import data sets and set initial parameters 
3. Initialize a firefly swarm  as a series of possible cluster centroids 
4. Run KM on the data set and generate the initial cluster centroids �  as a seed solution   
5. Replace the first firefly in the swarm  with �  
6. while (t< Max iteration) or (other termination criteria not being met) 
7.  Use each firefly as the centroids to cluster the data set based on Euclidean distance 
8.  Evaluate fitness value/light intensity of each firefly using the sum of intra-cluster distance measure  as 
defined in Eq. (8) in Section 4.2 
9. Update firefly positions using the proposed IIEFA/CIEFA models 
10.  end while 
11. Export the global best position �, and the global best fitness value � 
12. End
 
 
In order to improve search efficiency and increase convergence, a seed solution for cluster centroids is generated 
firstly by the original KM clustering algorithm, and is used to replace the first firefly in the swarm. The 
similarities among data samples are measured by the Euclidean distance during the partitioning process. Quality 
of the centroid solution represented by each firefly is evaluated based on the sum of intra-cluster distance 
measures. The search process and movement patterns of the swarm are govern d and regulated by the proposed 
IIEFA and CIEFA models. Benefited from the enhanced diversity of the search scopes, scales, and directions in 
IIEFA and CIEFA, a cluster centroid solution with a better quality is identifi d through the intensified 
neighbouring and global search processes, and the possibility of being trapped in local optima is significantly 
reduced. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed clustering method 
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, nearly all the hybrid KM-based clustering models partition data samples into 
the corresponding clusters based on the Euclidean distance, and quality of clustering centroids is improved by 
minimising the sum of intra-cluster distance measures. Therefore, irrel vant and redundant features contained in 
the data samples can negatively impact the distance-based clustering measures, since the distance measures 
under such circumstances are not able to represent the compactness of the clusters accurately. Owing to the high 
dimensionality of some of the data sets evaluated in this study, e.g. 80 for ALL, 72 for Ozone, and 60 for Sonar, 
and the implementation of feature selection on the these data sets as validated in previous studies [54, 66], we 
employ mRMR [43] to conduct feature dimensionality reduction and improve clustering performance by 
eliminating redundant and irrelevant features. A comprehensive evaluation of the proposed clustering method is 
presented in the next section. 
4. Evaluation and Discussion 
To investigate the clustering performance in an objective and comprehensive manner, the proposed FA models 
are evaluated and compared with not only FA related methods, but also several oth  classical metaheuristic 
search methods. In view of their novelties and contributions to the dev lopment of a variety of metaheuristic 
algorithms, GA and ACO are two most successful metaheuristic search methods [67]. As such, we evaluate and 
compare the proposed IIEFA and CIEFA models against GA [68], ACO [69], and four other classical methods 
i.e. KM clustering, FA [47], Dragonfly (DA) [70], and Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [71], as well as five FA 
variants i.e. CFA1 [58], CFA2 [57], NaFA [48], VSSFA [59], and MFA [64]. Each optimization model is 
integrated with KM clustering for performance comparison. A total of ten data sets characterised with a wide 
range of dimensionalities are evaluated with five performance indicators, namely sum of intra-cluster distances 
(i.e. fitness scores), average accuracy [72], average sensitivity, average specificity and macro-average F-score 
(Fscore� ) [72]. To ensure a fair comparison, we employ the same number of function evaluations (i.e. 
population size × the maximum number of iterations) as the stopping criterion fo  all the search methods. The 
population size and the maximum number of iterations are set to 50 and 200, respectively, in our experiments. 
We also employ 30 independent runs i  each experiment, in order to mitigate the influence of fluctuation of the 
results. Moreover, the following initial parameters are applied to both the original FA model and FA variants, in 
accordance with the empirical study in [37], i.e. initial attractiveness=1.0, absorption coefficient=1.0, and 
randomization parameter=0.2, while the proposed IIEFA and CIEFA models employ randomized search 
parameters as indicated in Section 3. 
4.1 Data sets 
Clustering performance is significantly influenced by characteristics of data samples, such as data distribution, 
noise, and dimensionality. Therefore, the following data sets with various characteristics from different domains 
are used to investigate efficiency of the proposed models. Specifically, we employ the ALL-IDB2 database [73], 
denoted as ALL (Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia), and nine data sets from the UCI machine learning 
repository [74], namely Sonar, Ozone, Wisconsin breast cancer diagnostic data set (Wbc1), Wisconsin breast 
cancer original data set (Wbc2), Wine, Iris, Balance, Thyroid, and E.coli, for evaluation. Among the selected 
data sets, Sonar, Ozone and ALL possess significantly high feature dimensionality, i.e. 60, 72, and 80, 
respectively. They are characterised as high-dimensional data sets. The remaining data sets have comparatively 
smaller feature dimensions (i.e. 9 for Wbc2, 4 for Iris and 5 for Thyroid). They are characterised as low-
dimensional data sets. Additionally, owing to the fact that data samples are extremely imbalanced between 
classes in certain data sets, e.g. E.coli, we only select those classes with relatively sufficient number of samples 
for clustering performance comparison. The main characteristics of the employed data sets are illustrated in 
Table 1. 
 
The employed data sets impose various challenges on clustering analysis. As an example, the ALL data set used 
in [66, 75] is obtained from the analysis of the ALL-IDB2 microscopic blood cancer images. The essential 
features, such as colour, shape, and texture details, were extracted from this ALL-IDB2 data set, and a feature 
vector of 80 dimensions was obtained for each white blood cell image [63]. This image data set poses diverse 
challenges to classification/clustering models, owing to the complex irregular morphol gy of nucleus, variations 
in terms of the nucleus to cytoplasm ratio, as well as the subtle differences between the blast and normal blood 
cells, which bring in noise and sub-optimal distraction in the follow-on clustering process for lymphoblastic and 
lymphocyte identification. Other UCI data sets also contain similar challenging factors. Therefore, a 
comprehensive evaluation of the proposed clustering models can be established owing to diversity of the 
employed challenging data sets in terms of sample distribution and dimensionality. 
 
              Table 1 Ten selected data sets for evaluation  
Data set Number of attributes Number of classes Missing values Number of instances 
Sonar 60 2 No 140 
Ozone 72 2 No 196 
ALL 80 2 No 100 
Wbc1 30 2 No 569 
Wbc2 9 2 No 683 
Wine 13 3 No 178 
Iris 4 3 No 150 
Balance 4 2 No 576 
Thyroid 5 3 No 90 
E.coli 7 3 No 150 
 
4.2 Performance Comparison Metrics 
Five performance indicators are employed to evaluate the clustering performance, n mely the sum of intra-
cluster distances (i.e. fitness scores), average accuracy, average sensitivity, average specificity, and macro-
average F-score (Fscore�)  [72]. The first distance-based metric is used to indicate the convergence speed of the 
proposed models, while the last four metrics are used as the main criteria for cluste ing performance comparison. 
We introduce each performance metric in detail, as follows. 
1. Sum of intra-cluster distances: This measurement is obtained by the summation of distances between the data 
samples and their corresponding centroids, as defined in Eq. (8). The smaller the sum of intra-cluster distances, 
the more compact the partitioned clusters. Similar to KM clustering, the proposed models employ the sum of 
intra-cluster distances as the objective function, which is minimized during the search process. , � = ∑ ∑ √ −∈�=                 (8) 
where �  and , represent the ℎ cluster and the centroid of the ℎ  cluster, while  and  denote the data 
belonging to the ℎcluster, and the total number of clusters, respectively. 
2. Average accuracy: The mean clustering accuracy is obtained by averaging the accuracy rate of each class, as 
defined in Eq. (9). The merit of this performance metric is that it treats all classes equally, ratherthan being 
dominated by classes with a large number of samples [72].   
Ave_accuracy = ∑ �� +���� +�� +�� +��=                 (9) 
where , , , and  represent true positive, false negative, false positive, and true negative of th  ℎ 
cluster, respectively. 
3. Average sensitivity: As defined in Eq. (10), sensitivity (i.e. recall) is used to measure the proportion of 
correctly identified positive samples over all positive samples in the data set. Similar to the average accuracy, 
the macro-average of sensitivity is calculated, in order to ascertain all classes are treated equally for multi-class 
clustering tasks [72]. 
 Ave_sensitivity = ∑  ���� +��=         
                                                                                    (10) 
4. Average specificity: Specificity is used to identify the proportion of correctly identified negative samples over 
all negative samples in the data set [72]. Eq (11) is used to obtain the macro-average specificity for multiclass 
tasks. 
 Ave_specificity = ∑  ���� +��=    
                                                                                 (11) 
5. Macro-average F-score (Fscore�): Fscore� is a well-accepted performance metric, which is calculated based 
on the macro-average of precision and recall scores [72], as defined in Eqs. (12)-(14). � � � = (� + )∗ �∗� � �� ∗ �+� � �              (12) 
� � = ∑  ���� +��=                                 (13) 
� � = ∑  ���� +��=                                          (14) 
where � =1, in order to obtain equal weightings of precision and recall. 
For each data set, a total of 30 runs with each search method integrated with the KM clustering algorithm are 
conducted. The average performance over 30 runs for each performance etric is calculated and used as the 
main criterion for comparison. 
4.3 Feature Selection and Clustering Performance Evaluation 
As mentioned earlier, owing to the high dimensionality of Sonar, Ozone, and ALL data sets, and the possibility 
of the inclusion of redundant features, mRMR [43] is used to conduct feature dimensionality reduction and to 
investigate its underlying impact on the clustering performance. The clust ring results before and after feature 
selection for each data set are shown in Tables 2-11, respectively. For the three high-dimensional data sets, 
namely ALL, Sonar, and Ozone, the numbers of selected features are 9, 17, and 22 from the original 80, 60, and 
72 features, respectively. These feature sizes are obtained based on trial-and-error, which yield the best 
performance for nearly all evaluated models. The findings on feature selection are also consistent with those of 
existing studies [54, 66], where the ranges of selected feature numbers are 9-36 [66], 15-20 [54], and 18-25 [54] 
for ALL, Sonar, and Ozone, respectively, therefore ascertaining efficiency of the mRMR-based feature selection 
method employed in this research. 
The empirical results indicate that in combination with feature selection, the clust ring performance is improved 
for most test cases. As an example, for the ALL data set illustrated in Table 2, the number of features is reduced 
from the original 80 to 9, while the mean accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and Fscore� of the proposed CIEFA 
model over 30 runs increase significantly, i.e., from 51.23% to 80.4%, 51.67% to 74.67%, 50.8% to 86.13%, 
and 51.27% to 78.73%, respectively. The selected features include the cytoplasm and nucleus areas, r tio 
between the nucleus area and the cytoplasm area, form factor, compactness, perimeter and eccentricity, which 
represent the most significant clinical factors for blood cancer diagnosis [66, 75, 76]. This in turn also indicates 
that some redundant or even contradictory features exist in the original data set [66], which may deteriorate the 
performance of clustering models drastically. Such findings also apply to other data sets, especially the high-
dimensional ones [54]. The only exception is the low-dimensional Balance data set, as shown in Table 6, where 
the full feature set (i.e. a total of only four features) yields the best performance for nearly all the clustering 
models. In short, it is essential to eliminate redundant and irrelevant features to enhance the clustering 
performance. 
Table 2  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the ALL data set 
 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
80 
(full set) 
fitness 293.53 293.71 294.33 943.13 294.32 294.35 294.33 294.33 294.13 459.26 294.34 294.32 294.33 
accuracy 0.5137 0.5123 0.5140 0.5157 0.5147 0.5127 0.5133 0.5143 0.513 0.5133 0.5133 0.5150 0.5143 Fscore� 0.5145 0.5127 0.5038 0.5161 0.5115 0.5118 0.5062 0.5053 0.5137 0.3647 0.5191 0.5103 0.5187 
sensitivity 0.5187 0.5167 0.4967 0.5193 0.5113 0.5147 0.5020 0.4993 0.5180 0.5153 0.5287 0.5087 0.5267 
specificity 0.5087 0.5080 0.5313 0.5120 0.5180 0.5107 0.5247 0.5293 0.5080 0.5113 0.4980 0.5213 0.5020 
9 
fitness 90.481 89.649 92.611 96.48 90.519 92.097 93.052 90.883 89.683 111.08 90.782 90.448 91.309 
accuracy 0.7893 0.804 0.7307 0.7693 0.7703 0.7437 0.7197 0.7740 0.7850 0.6267 0.7570 0.7943 0.7527 Fscore� 0.7767 0.7873 0.7063 0.7557 0.7702 0.7130 0.7017 0.7611 0.7763 0.6178 0.7336 0.7841 0.7260 
sensitivity 0.7593 0.7467 0.6953 0.7427 0.788 0.6807 0.7107 0.7527 0.7713 0.7260 0.724 0.7727 0.7067 
specificity 0.8193 0.8613 0.7660 0.7960 0.7527 0.8067 0.7287 0.7953 0.7987 0.5273 0.7900 0.8160 0.7987 
 
Table 3  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Sonar data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
60 
(full set) 
fitness 160.54 160.73 161.22 195.35 160.85 161.42 160.98 161.31 161.05 242.81 160.92 161.14 160.75 
accuracy 0.5610 0.5631 0.5669 0.5655 0.5624 0.5643 0.5657 0.5645 0.5657 0.5307 0.5629 0.5624 0.5629 Fscore� 0.5553 0.5698 0.5549 0.5664 0.5500 0.5526 0.5583 0.5532 0.5635 0.3944 0.5613 0.5636 0.5671 
sensitivity 0.5552 0.5862 0.5500 0.5781 0.5443 0.5486 0.5590 0.5500 0.5700 0.4324 0.5681 0.5724 0.5814 
specificity 0.5667 0.5400 0.5838 0.5529 0.5805 0.58 0.5724 0.579 0.5614 0.6290 0.5576 0.5524 0.5443 
17 fitness 75.85 75.884 76.487 46.251 76.529 76.38 76.381 76.461 76.187 101.95 76.344 75.952 76.470 
accuracy 0.7100 0.7110 0.6733 0.6764 0.6717 0.6669 0.6779 0.6719 0.6760 0.6183 0.6750 0.7088 0.6769 Fscore� 0.7072 0.7090 0.6677 0.6814 0.6546 0.6601 0.6722 0.6461 0.6623 0.5466 0.6772 0.7019 0.6776 
sensitivity 0.7110 0.7157 0.6829 0.7224 0.6538 0.6862 0.6867 0.6243 0.6633 0.5267 0.7048 0.7024 0.7024 
specificity 0.7090 0.7062 0.6638 0.6305 0.6895 0.6476 0.669 0.7195 0.6886 0.7100 0.6452 0.7152 0.6514 
 
Table 4  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Ozone data st  
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
72 
(full set) 
fitness 514.11 514.38 515.29 1507.7 515.23 515.23 515.23 515.29 514.77 844.99 515.3 515.07 515.44 
accuracy 0.7333 0.7330 0.7366 0.7369 0.7362 0.7361 0.7352 0.7364 0.7337 0.5631 0.7367 0.7367 0.7367 Fscore� 0.7167 0.7316 0.7221 0.7543 0.7374 0.7434 0.7429 0.7065 0.7353 0.4209 0.7312 0.7412 0.7127 
sensitivity 0.7000 0.7554 0.7136 0.8313 0.7701 0.7932 0.7932 0.6565 0.7677 0.4949 0.7463 0.7830 0.6793 
specificity 0.7667 0.7105 0.7595 0.6425 0.7024 0.6789 0.6772 0.8163 0.6997 0.6313 0.7272 0.6905 0.7942 
22 
fitness 301.26 301.34 302.19 517.76 302.22 302.29 302.22 302.25 301.9 414.87 301.89 301.42 302.24 
accuracy 0.7604 0.7577 0.7490 0.7488 0.7495 0.7497 0.7491 0.7491 0.7500 0.5648 0.7500 0.7531 0.7495 Fscore� 0.7524 0.7466 0.7408 0.7349 0.7438 0.7362 0.7359 0.7433 0.7318 0.3792 0.7419 0.7433 0.7407 
sensitivity 0.7435 0.7310 0.7391 0.7184 0.7503 0.7204 0.7197 0.749 0.7007 0.4173 0.7401 0.7347 0.7381 
specificity 0.7772 0.7844 0.7588 0.7793 0.7486 0.7789 0.7786 0.7493 0.7993 0.7122 0.7599 0.7714 0.7609 
 
Table 5  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Thyroid data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
5 
(full set) 
fitness 113.26 111.65 115.03 196.65 119.24 116.51 114.97 117.87 114.15 124.5 114.28 114.12 113.54 
accuracy 0.8235 0.8277 0.8133 0.8215 0.7911 0.8173 0.8205 0.8032 0.8128 0.8321 0.8165 0.8126 0.822 Fscore� 0.7539 0.7688 0.7508 0.7638 0.7090 0.7482 0.7582 0.7256 0.7398 0.7981 0.7575 0.7392 0.7667 
sensitivity 0.7352 0.7415 0.7200 0.7322 0.6867 0.7259 0.7307 0.7048 0.7193 0.7481 0.7248 0.7189 0.7330 
specificity 0.8676 0.8707 0.86 0.8661 0.8433 0.863 0.8654 0.8524 0.8596 0.8741 0.8624 0.8594 0.8665 
4 
fitness 96.297 96.599 99.808 142.21 99.661 99.979 100.49 99.364 97.743 107.3 99.36 96.794 100.56 
accuracy 0.8748 0.8637 0.8101 0.8057 0.8084 0.8069 0.802 0.8116 0.8346 0.841 0.8121 0.8514 0.8044 Fscore� 0.8377 0.8204 0.7628 0.753 0.7611 0.7543 0.7505 0.7719 0.7813 0.8013 0.7649 0.8010 0.7467 
sensitivity 0.8122 0.7956 0.7152 0.7085 0.7126 0.7104 0.703 0.7174 0.7519 0.7615 0.7181 0.7770 0.7067 
specificity 0.9061 0.8978 0.8576 0.8543 0.8563 0.8552 0.8515 0.8587 0.8759 0.8807 0.8591 0.8885 0.8533 
 
Table 6  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Balance data s t
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
4 
(full set) 
fitness 1002.9 1003.1 1003.9 1866.6 1004.2 1003.9 1003.7 1003.6 1003.1 1011.2 1003.3 1003 1003.4 
accuracy 0.8047 0.7923 0.7733 0.7546 0.7494 0.7581 0.7538 0.7725 0.7858 0.7549 0.7993 0.7991 0.7956 Fscore� 0.8045 0.7923 0.7735 0.7518 0.7475 0.758 0.7537 0.7726 0.7857 0.7522 0.7991 0.7991 0.7955 
sensitivity 0.8038 0.7925 0.7749 0.7478 0.7459 0.7574 0.7536 0.7727 0.7855 0.7491 0.7985 0.799 0.7953 
specificity 0.8056 0.7921 0.7718 0.7613 0.7529 0.7588 0.7539 0.7723 0.7860 0.7606 0.8001 0.7993 0.7959 
3 
fitness 821.70 821.77 824.55 1300.6 824.56 824.67 824.6 826.58 821.75 826.52 821.86 821.52 823.14 
accuracy 0.7344 0.7344 0.7004 0.7042 0.6939 0.7164 0.7135 0.6747 0.7331 0.7269 0.7372 0.7355 0.7217 Fscore� 0.7342 0.7349 0.7002 0.7073 0.6923 0.7202 0.7134 0.6719 0.7321 0.7303 0.7377 0.7356 0.7200 
sensitivity 0.7338 0.7362 0.7012 0.7126 0.6896 0.7281 0.7162 0.6718 0.7303 0.7394 0.7392 0.7359 0.7167 
specificity 0.735 0.7325 0.6997 0.6957 0.6983 0.7047 0.7109 0.6777 0.7359 0.7144 0.7352 0.7352 0.7267 
 
Table 7  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the E.coli data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
7 
(full set) 
fitness 257.63 251.13 260.17 473.53 259.33 257.07 257.73 260.05 253.28 252.78 261.52 244.09 257.85 
accuracy 0.7739 0.7945 0.7769 0.8883 0.7756 0.771 0.7704 0.7641 0.7893 0.929 0.7633 0.8154 0.7769 Fscore� 0.6992 0.7248 0.6692 0.8341 0.6687 0.6605 0.6574 0.6503 0.6935 0.8971 0.6498 0.7491 0.6701 
sensitivity 0.6609 0.6918 0.6653 0.8324 0.6633 0.6564 0.6556 0.6462 0.684 0.8936 0.6449 0.7231 0.6653 
specificity 0.8304 0.8459 0.8327 0.9162 0.8317 0.8282 0.8278 0.8231 0.842 0.9468 0.8224 0.8616 0.8327 
5 
fitness 196.23 196.23 198.08 321.05 198.03 196.53 198.2 197.91 197.72 238.63 198.00 197.64 197.96 
accuracy 0.9644 0.9644 0.9564 0.9406 0.9563 0.961 0.9557 0.9575 0.9556 0.931 0.9566 0.9566 0.9536 Fscore� 0.9474 0.9474 0.9352 0.9109 0.9349 0.9421 0.934 0.9368 0.9337 0.9005 0.9355 0.9354 0.9308 
sensitivity 0.9467 0.9467 0.9347 0.9109 0.9344 0.9416 0.9336 0.9362 0.9333 0.8964 0.9349 0.9349 0.9304 
specificity 0.9733 0.9733 0.9673 0.9554 0.9672 0.9708 0.9668 0.9681 0.9667 0.9482 0.9674 0.9674 0.9652 
 
Table 8  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Wbc1 data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
30 
(full set) 
fitness 2280.8 2281.5 2293.9 11575 2293.8 2293.9 2293.7 2293.8 2286 2800.3 2293.5 2285.9 2293.8 
accuracy 0.9147 0.9145 0.9114 0.9097 0.9108 0.9113 0.9105 0.9111 0.9129 0.7230 0.9100 0.9142 0.9110 Fscore� 0.9092 0.9039 0.9047 0.9051 0.9081 0.899 0.8963 0.8949 0.909 0.6082 0.8978 0.9064 0.8986 
sensitivity 0.9056 0.8953 0.8986 0.9016 0.9067 0.8846 0.8813 0.8759 0.9066 0.6242 0.8845 0.8986 0.8844 
specificity 0.8990 0.9088 0.8894 0.8845 0.8804 0.9032 0.9058 0.9119 0.8925 0.6558 0.9022 0.8984 0.9031 
20 
fitness 1761.4 1761.6 1768.7 6887.6 1768.7 1768.7 1768.7 1768.7 1764.7 2220.2 1768.7 1762.1 1768.7 
accuracy 0.9461 0.9448 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9385 0.813 0.9332 0.9393 0.9332 Fscore� 0.9361 0.9394 0.9230 0.9276 0.9215 0.9261 0.9291 0.9184 0.9295 0.7795 0.9276 0.9372 0.9322 
sensitivity 0.9141 0.9290 0.9028 0.9185 0.8976 0.9133 0.9237 0.8871 0.9110 0.7803 0.9185 0.9358 0.9341 
specificity 0.9470 0.9285 0.9237 0.908 0.9289 0.9133 0.9028 0.9394 0.9298 0.7290 0.9080 0.9069 0.8924 
 
Table 9  The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Wbc2 data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
9 
(full set) 
fitness 1092.1 1092 1098.3 2724.4 1102.7 1102.9 1100 1102.8 1093.7 1327.3 1093.5 1092.1 1093.1 
accuracy 0.9693 0.9692 0.9629 0.9560 0.9563 0.9559 0.9604 0.9562 0.9683 0.9542 0.9684 0.9679 0.9680 
Fscore� 0.9662 0.9661 0.9588 0.9562 0.9538 0.9489 0.9555 0.9525 0.9623 0.9462 0.9646 0.9640 0.9637 
sensitivity 0.9667 0.9666 0.9561 0.9568 0.9522 0.9421 0.9525 0.9495 0.962 0.9365 0.9646 0.9639 0.9646 
specificity 0.9667 0.9666 0.9580 0.9367 0.9423 0.9511 0.9539 0.9446 0.9682 0.9500 0.9660 0.9655 0.9649 
7 
fitness 931.67 931.67 933.94 1819.8 934.25 935.78 933.42 933.96 932.27 1104.8 932.17 931.68 931.67 
accuracy 0.9649 0.9649 0.9647 0.9649 0.9644 0.9649 0.9648 0.9647 0.9649 0.949 0.9649 0.9649 0.9649 Fscore� 0.9629 0.9629 0.9619 0.9629 0.9607 0.9613 0.9597 0.9572 0.9621 0.9451 0.9652 0.9629 0.9660 
sensitivity 0.9624 0.9624 0.9613 0.9624 0.9603 0.9604 0.9583 0.9554 0.9614 0.9408 0.9654 0.9624 0.9663 
specificity 0.9584 0.9584 0.9593 0.9584 0.9599 0.9604 0.9624 0.9652 0.9594 0.9305 0.9555 0.9584 0.9545 
  
Table 10 The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Wine data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
13 
(full set) 
fitness 456.78 452.06 461.45 1282.9 451.84 453.8 453.8 461.93 451.34 580.06 449.81 451.65 451.75 
accuracy 0.9485 0.9705 0.9372 0.9654 0.9669 0.9607 0.9598 0.9301 0.9689 0.7876 0.9747 0.9692 0.9683 Fscore� 0.9295 0.9577 0.921 0.9544 0.9561 0.9492 0.9447 0.9099 0.9566 0.7048 0.9649 0.9586 0.9579 
sensitivity 0.9318 0.9617 0.9198 0.9567 0.9585 0.9507 0.9492 0.9110 0.9610 0.7041 0.9682 0.9613 0.9603 
specificity 0.9618 0.9784 0.9546 0.9749 0.9762 0.9718 0.9711 0.9493 0.9777 0.8383 0.9816 0.9781 0.9772 
9 
fitness 348.48 339.84 342.74 744.96 344.93 345.01 342.78 342.76 346.88 431.28 342.6 342.05 340.52 
accuracy 0.9484 0.98 0.9663 0.9665 0.9578 0.9587 0.9649 0.9664 0.9518 0.9109 0.9665 0.9676 0.9735 Fscore� 0.9242 0.9713 0.9519 0.9538 0.9393 0.942 0.9499 0.9536 0.9313 0.8818 0.9517 0.953 0.9622 
sensitivity 0.9286 0.9749 0.9563 0.9573 0.9442 0.9466 0.9546 0.9572 0.9368 0.8790 0.9561 0.9562 0.9662 
specificity 0.9619 0.9858 0.9751 0.9759 0.9687 0.9697 0.9741 0.9758 0.9638 0.9325 0.9755 0.9764 0.9809 
 
Table 11 The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs on the Iris data set 
Feature 
number 
Criteria IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
4 
(full set) 
fitness 130.24 131.37 133.09 150.75 132.49 131.94 133.62 133.09 131.57 161.79 132.18 129.71 130.04 
accuracy 0.8818 0.8744 0.8677 0.8653 0.8735 0.8714 0.8659 0.8704 0.8742 0.8739 0.8738 0.8876 0.8855 Fscore� 0.8228 0.8117 0.8018 0.7987 0.8106 0.8080 0.7993 0.8061 0.8116 0.8253 0.8110 0.8315 0.8284 
sensitivity 0.8227 0.8116 0.8016 0.7980 0.8102 0.8071 0.7989 0.8056 0.8113 0.8109 0.8107 0.8313 0.8282 
specificity 0.9113 0.9058 0.9008 0.899 0.9051 0.9036 0.8994 0.9028 0.9057 0.9054 0.9053 0.9157 0.9141 
2 
fitness 42.932 42.932 43.226 17.927 43.243 43.296 43.199 43.225 42.942 57.223 42.956 42.932 42.992 
accuracy 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9587 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 Fscore� 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9432 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 
sensitivity 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9573 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 
specificity 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9787 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 
 
4.4 Performance Comparison and Analysis 
As mentioned earlier, five metrics are used for clustering performance comparison, namely the fitness scores on 
the sum of intra-cluster distances, average accuracy, average sensitivity, average specificity, and macro-average 
F-score (Fscore�). Since the best performances are achieved using the identified significant feature subsets in 
most test cases for nearly all the methods, we employ the enhanced results obtained in combination with feature 
selection for further analysis and comparison. The detailed evaluation results over 30 runs for each performance 
measure after feature selection are shown in Tables 12-16.   
Table 12 The mean results of the minimum intra-cluster distance measure over 30 runs 
Dataset 
Feature 
size 
IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 4 96.297 96.599 99.808 142.21 99.661 99.979 100.49 99.364 97.743 107.3 99.36 96.794 100.56 
Sonar 17 75.85 75.884 76.487 46.251 76.529 76.38 76.381 76.461 76.187 101.95 76.344 75.952 76.47 
Balance 4 1002.9 1003.1 1003.9 1866.6 1004.2 1003.9 1003.7 1003.6 1003.1 1011.2 1003.3 1003 1003.4 
E.coli 5 196.23 196.23 198.08 321.05 198.03 196.53 198.2 197.91 197.72 238.63 198 197.64 197.96 
Ozone 22 301.26 301.34 302.19 517.76 302.22 302.29 302.22 302.25 301.9 414.87 301.89 301.42 302.24 
ALL 9 90.481 89.649 92.611 96.48 90.519 92.097 93.052 90.883 89.683 111.08 90.782 90.448 91.309 
Wbc1 20 1761.4 1761.6 1768.7 6887.6 1768.7 1768.7 1768.7 1768.7 1764.7 2220.2 1768.7 2285.9 1768.7 
Wbc2 9 1092.1 1092.0 1098.3 2724.4 1102.7 1102.9 1100.0 1102.8 1093.7 1327.3 1093.5 1092.1 1093.1 
Wine 9 348.48 339.84 342.74 744.96 344.93 345.01 342.78 342.76 346.88 431.28 342.6 342.05 340.52 
Iris 2 42.932 42.932 43.226 17.927 43.243 43.296 43.199 43.225 42.942 57.223 42.956 42.932 42.992 
 
Table 13 The mean results of average accuracy after feature selection over 30 runs 
Dataset 
Feature 
size 
IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 4 0.8748 0.8637 0.8101 0.8057 0.8084 0.8069 0.802 0.8116 0.8346 0.841 0.8121 0.8514 0.8044 
Sonar 17 0.71 0.711 0.6733 0.6764 0.6717 0.6669 0.6779 0.6719 0.676 0.6183 0.675 0.7088 0.6769 
Balance 4 0.8047 0.7923 0.7733 0.7546 0.7494 0.7581 0.7538 0.7725 0.7858 0.7549 0.7993 0.7991 0.7956 
E.coli 5 0.9644 0.9644 0.9564 0.9406 0.9563 0.961 0.9557 0.9575 0.9556 0.931 0.9566 0.9566 0.9536 
Ozone 22 0.7604 0.7577 0.749 0.7488 0.7495 0.7497 0.7491 0.7491 0.75 0.5648 0.75 0.7531 0.7495 
ALL 9 0.7893 0.804 0.7307 0.7693 0.7703 0.7437 0.7197 0.774 0.785 0.6267 0.757 0.7943 0.7527 
Wbc1 20 0.9461 0.9448 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9332 0.9385 0.813 0.9332 0.9142 0.9332 
Wbc2 9 0.9693 0.9692 0.9629 0.956 0.9563 0.9559 0.9604 0.9562 0.9683 0.9542 0.9684 0.9679 0.968 
Wine 9 0.9484 0.98 0.9663 0.9665 0.9578 0.9587 0.9649 0.9664 0.9518 0.9109 0.9665 0.9676 0.9735 
Iris 2 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 0.9587 0.9733 0.9733 0.9733 
 
Table 14 The mean results of Fscore� after feature selection over 30 runs 
Dataset 
Feature 
size 
IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 4 0.8377 0.8204 0.7628 0.753 0.7611 0.7543 0.7505 0.7719 0.7813 0.8013 0.7649 0.801 0.7467 
Sonar 17 0.7072 0.709 0.6677 0.6814 0.6546 0.6601 0.6722 0.6461 0.6623 0.5466 0.6772 0.7019 0.6776 
Balance 4 0.8045 0.7923 0.7735 0.7518 0.7475 0.758 0.7537 0.7726 0.7857 0.7522 0.7991 0.7991 0.7955 
E.coli 5 0.9474 0.9474 0.9352 0.9109 0.9349 0.9421 0.934 0.9368 0.9337 0.9005 0.9355 0.9354 0.9308 
Ozone 22 0.7524 0.7466 0.7408 0.7349 0.7438 0.7362 0.7359 0.7433 0.7318 0.3792 0.7419 0.7433 0.7407 
ALL 9 0.7767 0.7873 0.7063 0.7557 0.7702 0.713 0.7017 0.7611 0.7763 0.6178 0.7336 0.7841 0.726 
Wbc1 20 0.9361 0.9394 0.923 0.9276 0.9215 0.9261 0.9291 0.9184 0.9295 0.7795 0.9276 0.9064 0.9322 
Wbc2 9 0.9662 0.9661 0.9588 0.9562 0.9538 0.9489 0.9555 0.9525 0.9623 0.9462 0.9646 0.964 0.9637 
Wine 9 0.9242 0.9713 0.9519 0.9538 0.9393 0.942 0.9499 0.9536 0.9313 0.8818 0.9517 0.953 0.9622 
Iris 2 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 0.9432 0.9602 0.9602 0.9602 
 
Table 15 The mean results of average sensitivity after feature selection over 30 runs 
Dataset 
Feature 
size 
IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 4 0.8122 0.7956 0.7152 0.7085 0.7126 0.7104 0.703 0.7174 0.7519 0.7615 0.7181 0.777 0.7067 
Sonar 17 0.711 0.7157 0.6829 0.7224 0.6538 0.6862 0.6867 0.6243 0.6633 0.5267 0.7048 0.7024 0.7024 
Balance 4 0.8038 0.7925 0.7749 0.7478 0.7459 0.7574 0.7536 0.7727 0.7855 0.7491 0.7985 0.799 0.7953 
E.coli 5 0.9467 0.9467 0.9347 0.9109 0.9344 0.9416 0.9336 0.9362 0.9333 0.8964 0.9349 0.9349 0.9304 
Ozone 22 0.7435 0.731 0.7391 0.7184 0.7503 0.7204 0.7197 0.749 0.7007 0.4173 0.7401 0.7347 0.7381 
ALL 9 0.7593 0.7467 0.6953 0.7427 0.788 0.6807 0.7107 0.7527 0.7713 0.726 0.724 0.7727 0.7067 
Wbc1 20 0.9141 0.929 0.9028 0.9185 0.8976 0.9133 0.9237 0.8871 0.911 0.7803 0.9185 0.9358 0.9341 
Wbc2 9 0.9667 0.9666 0.9561 0.9568 0.9522 0.9421 0.9525 0.9495 0.962 0.9365 0.9646 0.9639 0.9646 
Wine 9 0.9286 0.9749 0.9563 0.9573 0.9442 0.9466 0.9546 0.9572 0.9368 0.879 0.9561 0.9562 0.9662 
Iris 2 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 0.9573 0.9600 0.9600 0.9600 
 
Table 16 The mean results of average specificity after feature selection over 30 runs 
Dataset 
Feature 
size 
IIEFA CIEFA FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 4 0.9061 0.8978 0.8576 0.8543 0.8563 0.8552 0.8515 0.8587 0.8759 0.8807 0.8591 0.8885 0.8533 
Sonar 17 0.709 0.7062 0.6638 0.6305 0.6895 0.6476 0.669 0.7195 0.6886 0.71 0.6452 0.7152 0.6514 
Balance 4 0.8056 0.7921 0.7718 0.7613 0.7529 0.7588 0.7539 0.7723 0.786 0.7606 0.8001 0.7993 0.7959 
E.coli 5 0.9733 0.9733 0.9673 0.9554 0.9672 0.9708 0.9668 0.9681 0.9667 0.9482 0.9674 0.9674 0.9652 
Ozone 22 0.7772 0.7844 0.7588 0.7793 0.7486 0.7789 0.7786 0.7493 0.7993 0.7122 0.7599 0.7714 0.7609 
ALL 9 0.8193 0.8613 0.766 0.796 0.7527 0.8067 0.7287 0.7953 0.7987 0.5273 0.79 0.816 0.7987 
Wbc1 20 0.947 0.9285 0.9237 0.908 0.9289 0.9133 0.9028 0.9394 0.9298 0.729 0.908 0.9069 0.8924 
Wbc2 9 0.9667 0.9666 0.958 0.9367 0.9423 0.9511 0.9539 0.9446 0.9682 0.95 0.966 0.9655 0.9649 
Wine 9 0.9619 0.9858 0.9751 0.9759 0.9687 0.9697 0.9741 0.9758 0.9638 0.9325 0.9755 0.9764 0.9809 
Iris 2 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9787 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 
With respect to the fitness scores, i.e. the intra-cluster distance measure, as shown in Table 12, IIEFA and 
CIEFA achieve the minimum distance measures in eight out of ten data sets in total. Specifically, IIEFA yields 
the minimum intra-cluster measures with five data sets based on the average p formance over 30 runs, i.e.,  
Thyroid, Balance, E.coli, Ozone, and Wbc1, while CIEFA achieves the minimum fitness scores with four data 
sets, i.e., E.coli, ALL, Wbc2, and Wine. Moreover, KM clustering produces the minimum intra-cluster measures 
with the Sonar and Iris data sets in combination with mRMR-based feature selection, although IIEFA and 
CIEFA achieve the minimum objective function evaluation scores when the full feature sets for both Sonar and 
Iris data sets are used. Overall, in comparison with the six classical methods i.e. GA, ACO, DA, SCA, FA, KM, 
and other five FA variants i.e. CFA1, CFA2, NaFA, VSSFA, and MFA, both IIEFA and CIEFA models 
demonstrate faster convergence rates and great superiority over other metods in identifying enhanced centroids 
that lead to more compact clusters. The proposed search mechanisms account for the enhanced global 
exploration capability of IIEFA and CIEFA in comparison with those f other classical methods and FA variants 
in attaining the global best solutions. 
In terms of mean accuracy and Fscore�, as shown in Tables 13-14, the proposed models achieve the best scores 
for all the data sets over 30 runs. With respect to the mean accuracy rates shown in Table 13, IIEFA achieves 
the highest average accuracy rates over 30 runs with seven data sets (i.e. Thyroid, Balance, E.coli, Ozone, Wbc1, 
Wbc2 and Iris), while CIEFA achieves the best results with five data sets (i.e. Sonar, E.coli, ALL , Wine, and 
Iris). Both IIEFA and CIEFA demonstrate a clear advantage over othermethods with four data sets i.e. Thyroid, 
Sonar, Balance, and ALL. Pertaining to the Fscore� measure shown in Table 14, IIEFA and CIEFA achieve 
the best average scores over 30 runs with six data sets, i.e. Thyroid, Balance, E.coli, Ozone, Wbc2, and Iris for 
IIEFA and Sonar, E.coli, ALL, Wbc1, Wine, and Iris for CIEFA, respectively. Similar to the accuracy indicator, 
a clear performance distinction can be observed between the proposed m d ls and other methods with respect to 
the Fscore� results.  
Moreover, the observed advantages of IIEFA and CIEFA are further reinforced by the results of ensitivity and 
specificity, as shown in Tables 15-16. With respect to sensitivity and specificity, IIEFA achieves the highest 
scores for both metrics with five data sets (i.e. Thyroid, Balance, E.coli, Wbc2, and Iris), while CIEFA achieves 
the best results for both metrics with three data sets (i.e. E.coli, Wine, and Iris). This indicates that both CIEFA 
and IIEFA outperform other baseline models with most of the employed data sets. They are capable of 
clustering and recognising data samples from different classes effectively.  
Overall, the average accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and Fscore� results evidently indicate the superiority of 
IIEFA and CIEFA over other search methods, in terms of robustnes  and flexibility, for both high- and low-
dimensional clustering problems in combination with feature selection. In particular, the proposed models 
outperform five other FA variants significantly in nearly all the test cases. Moreover, CIEFA demonstrates an 
evident advantage on the Wine data set than IIEFA on all five performance metrics, while attaining results 
similar to those of IIEFA with the rest of the data sets. Besides that, nearly all methods achieve similar scores on 
all five performance measures on the Iris data set (except for SCA). Since only two significant features are 
identified and remained after feature selection for the Iris data set, the complexity of this clustering task is 
significantly reduced.  
The underlying reasons for the advantage demonstrated by IIEFA and CIEFA can be ascribed to the enhanced 
capability of exploration and exploitation contributed by the proposed search strategies. The first proposed 
mechanism is to intensify inward exploration by replacing the attractiveness coefficient with a random search 
matrix. The diversity of search directions, scales, and spaces is enhanced significantly, therefore improving the 
exploration ability and mitigating the constraints of biological laws. The second strategy is to intensify outward 
exploration by relocating the ‘ineffective fireflies’ to a greater and extended space out of the neighbourhoods of 
fireflies in comparison in the early stage of the search process. The search t rritory of firefly swarms is further 
expanded, therefore facilitating the ability of global exploration. With intensifi d neighbouring and global 
exploration from the above two strategies plus the advantages of automatic subd vision inherited from the 
original FA model [47], the probability of being trapped in local optima is reduced effectively, while the 
diversity of movement is enhanced significantly for the proposed FA models. Evidenced by the experimental 
and statistical results, these advantages enable the proposed FA models to undertake challenging clustering tasks 
with high dimensionality, noise, and less separable clusters, e.g. the ALL data set.   
In contrast, some limitations related to search diversity and search efficiency a  be identified in classical search 
methods according to empirical studies. As an example, Radcliffe and Surry [77] indicated that the GA-based 
clustering algorithms in some cases suffered from degeneracy resulted from the phenomenon of multiple 
chromosomes representing the same or very similar solutions [77]. Such degeneracy could lead to inefficient 
coverage of the search space, since the centroid solutions with the same or very similar configurations are 
repeatedly explored [78]. Moreover, multiple occurrences of the strongly favourable individuals in the GA can 
lead to the reproduction of many highly correlated offspring solutions, therefore reducing diversity of the 
population and resulting in premature convergence. Similarly, in ACO, the effect of emphasizing short paths 
diminishes, and search stagnation emerges when the quality of solutions becomes closer as the differences 
between individuals decrease [79]. Premature convergence can also occur in ACO as the sub-optimal solutions 
dominate the search process at an early stage, and the parameter of trail persistence is not tuned properly [69, 80, 
81]. Consequently, owing to the potential local optima traps (GA) and search st gnation (ACO) without proper 
counteracting strategies, classical evolutionary algorithms such as GA and ACO are less competitive in 
comparison with the proposed CIEFA and IIEFA models based on results from the abovementioned five metrics 
including intra-cluster distances, accuracy, Fscore�, sensitivity and specificity, as illustrated in Tables 12-16. 
Similar limitations are also applied to other FA variants. As an example, in theMFA model [64], each firefly 
not only moves towards all brighter fireflies in its neighbourhood, but also moves towards the swarm leader at 
the same time. The search diversity and exploration capability of the firefly swarm are obstructed owing to the 
continuous exposure to attraction of the global best solution during the search process. Consequently, the firefly 
swarm is more likely to converge prematurely, and be trapped in local optima. 
Overall, owing to the assistance of the two proposed strategies, CIEFA and IIEFA are able to overcome local 
optima traps and outperform classical search methods, i.e. GA, ACO, FA, DA and SCA. They also outperform 
advanced FA variants employed in this study i.e. CFA1, CFA2, NaFA, VSSFA, and MFA. Additionally, the 
merits of the proposed strategies also indicate that a strict adherence to biological laws imposes certain 
constraints on the exploration ability of heuristic search algorithms. As a result, the original biological laws 
from nature need to be further extracted and refined to best facilitate the effectiv n ss and discard potential 
restrictions in the development of metaheuristic algorithms. Furthermore, ther is other insightful research on 
metaheuristic algorithms, which provides promising directions for futu e investigation [67]. 
4.5 Statistical Tests 
To examine the significance of the performance difference between the proposed models and baseline methods, 
both Friedman and Wilcoxon rank sum tests are conducted. 
4.5.1 The Friedman Test 
In the Friedman test, a test statistic  is constructed based on the mean rankings of test treatments, which can be 
approximated by a chi-squared distribution. Then, the null hypothesis that K treatments come from the same 
population is tested according to the p-values given by − >  [82, 83]. The Friedman test is conducted 
with respect to three main comprehensive performance metrics (intra-cluster distance measures, average 
clustering accuracy, and Fscore�) for IIEFA and CIEFA. Tables 17-18 show the mean ranking results of the 
three performance metrics for the CIEFA and IIEFA models, respectively. For each metric, the mean ranking of 
each method is obtained by averaging its rankings over ten data sets based on the results shown in Tables 12-14. 
The significance level is set to 0.05 (i.e. = . 5) as the confidence level in all test cases. Tables 19-20 show 
the details of statistical test results for the CIEFA and IIEFA models, respectively. 
 
Table 17 The mean ranking results based on the Friedman test for the CIEFA model 
Algorithms 
Mean ranking based  
on distance measure 
Algorithms 
Mean ranking based  
on 1/Accuracy 
Algorithms 
Mean ranking based  
on 1/Fscore� 
CIEFA 1.40 CIEFA 1.80 CIEFA 1.80 
GA 3.25 GA 3.95 GA 4.20 
DA 4.05 MFA 4.70 MFA 4.90 
MFA 4.70 DA 5.25 ACO 5.80 
ACO 6.20 ACO 6.10 VSSFA 6.45 
VSSFA 6.80 VSSFA 6.50 DA 6.50 
FA 7.45 FA 7.25 FA 6.80 
NaFA 7.65 CFA2 7.65 KM 7.25 
CFA1 7.75 CFA1 7.90 CFA1 7.70 
CFA2 7.85 KM 8.00 CFA2 7.80 
KM 9.70 NaFA 8.10 NaFA 8.00 
SCA 11.20 SCA 10.80 SCA 10.80 
 
                      
Table 18 The mean ranking results based on the Friedman test for the IIEFA model
Algorithms 
Mean ranking based  
on distance measure 
Algorithms 
Mean ranking based  
on 1/Accuracy 
Algorithms 
Mean ranking based  
on 1/Fscore� 
IIEFA 2.40 IIEFA 2.60 IIEFA 2.60 
GA 3.10 GA 3.85 GA 4.10 
DA 3.90 MFA 4.70 MFA 4.90 
MFA 4.60 DA 5.15 ACO 5.80 
ACO 6.10 ACO 6.10 VSSFA 6.35 
VSSFA 6.70 VSSFA 6.40 DA 6.40 
FA 7.35 FA 7.15 FA 6.70 
NaFA 7.55 CFA2 7.55 KM 7.15 
CFA1 7.65 CFA1 7.80 CFA1 7.60 
CFA2 7.75 KM 7.90 CFA2 7.70 
KM 9.70 NaFA 8.00 NaFA 7.90 
SCA 11.20 SCA 10.80 SCA 10.80 
 
Table 19 Statistical results of the Friedman test for the CIEFA model 
Algorithms Chi-Square -Value Hypothesis 
fitness 65.948929 7.1418E-10 Rejected 
1/Accuracy 52.348099 2.3578E-07 Rejected 
1/Fscore� 45.847933 3.0000E-06 Rejected 
 
Table 20 Statistical results of the Friedman test for the IIEFA model 
Algorithms Chi-Square -Value Hypothesis 
fitness 59.698571 1.0547E-08 Rejected 
1/Accuracy 46.035280 3.0000E-06 Rejected 
1/Fscore� 39.724308 4.0000E-05 Rejected 
As indicated in Tables 17-18, the proposed CIEFA and IIEFA models dominate the highest rankings, and 
demonstrate clear advantages in the performance metrics of intra-cluster distance measure, accuracy, and Fscore�   with the Friedman test. In comparison with the five FA variants, i.e. VSSFA, NaFA, CFA1, CFA2, 
and MFA, the proposed models achieve significant improvements in all three performance metrics, indicating 
the advantages of the proposed search mechanisms. The proposed FA models also outperform KM and five 
classical search methods, i.e. GA, ACO, FA DA, and SCA. Comparatively, the CIEFA model achieves a better 
ranking than that of the IIEFA model in overall evaluation based on the exp rimental results. Furthermore, as 
indicted in Tables 19-20, the -values of the Friedman test are all lower than 0.05 with respect to each metric 
for both the IIEFA and CIEFA models, which suggest an overall statistically significant difference between the 
mean ranks of IIEFA and CIEFA as compared with  those of other test algorithms.  
4.5.2 The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test 
The Wilcoxon rank sum test is conducted based on the mean accuracy rates of all the methods to further indicate 
the statistical distinctiveness of the proposed FA models against each baseline method. As indicated in Tables 
21-22, the majority of the test results are lower than 0.05 for both CIEFA and IIEFA models, which indicate the 
proposed FA models significantly outperform 11 baseline algorithms with respect to most of data sets from the 
statistical perspective. The Iris data set is an exception since all the algorithms except for SCA achieve the same 
highest accuracy of 97.33% with feature selection. Moreover, as shown in Tables 21-22, in comparison with 
CIEFA, IIEFA demonstrates higher frequencies of insignificant difference in clustering accuracy as compared 
with those of the baseline models. This tendency becomes more evident on the ALL data set, since IIEFA does 
not show statistically significant differences as compared with seven baseline m thods, i.e. KM, CFA1, VSSFA, 
DA, MFA, GA, and ACO, while for CIEFA, a similar case only occurs to two baseline methods, i.e. GA and 
VSSFA. This phenomenon may be attributed to the challenging factors of the ALL data set, owing to its high 
dimensionality and highly inseparable data distributions caused by the subtle differences between the normal 
and blast cases. On the other hand, the advantage demonstrated by CIEFA over IIEFA on the ALL data set can 
be ascribed to the proposed dispersing mechanism, which further enhances the exploration capability on the 
basis of IIEFA and reduces the probability of being trapped in local optima. Therefore, CIEFA is capable of 
delivering better clustering performances than those of IIEFA in tackling data samples with complex 
distributions and narrow class margins.      
Table 21 The Wilcoxon rank sum test results of the proposed CIEFA model 
Dataset FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 2.02E-06 7.99E-07 1.45E-06 9.95E-07 5.99E-07 1.90E-06 1.56E-02 4.01E-02 3.70E-06 9.33E-01 1.32E-06 
Sonar 1.07E-08 6.06E-06 1.51E-06 3.81E-08 6.03E-06 7.21E-09 9.00E-08 8.32E-11 2.55E-07 6.49E-01 4.03E-06 
Balance 2.89E-05 5.54E-07 4.18E-08 7.98E-08 1.72E-09 3.84E-06 1.41E-01 6.85E-03 3.91E-03 1.80E-02 1.14E-03 
E.coli 2.15E-02 2.84E-05 1.10E-02 6.45E-04 2.77E-03 1.61E-01 1.37E-03 4.43E-12 1.10E-02 1.32E-03 1.42E-04 
Ozone 2.88E-11 3.21E-11 1.80E-11 1.45E-11 2.53E-11 2.53E-11 8.57E-12 1.73E-11 8.57E-12 2.42E-06 1.80E-11 
ALL 1.18E-04 1.30E-02 4.02E-02 5.81E-04 3.58E-04 9.88E-01 1.52E-02 1.48E-09 2.67E-02 6.04E-01 3.64E-03 
Wbc1 5.01E-13 5.01E-13 5.01E-13 5.01E-13 5.01E-13 5.01E-13 6.11E-11 1.54E-11 5.01E-13 6.83E-12 5.01E-13 
Wbc2 3.10E-10 3.44E-13 5.47E-13 4.39E-13 5.65E-11 3.41E-13 3.33E-04 5.94E-11 1.45E-05 2.96E-11 6.48E-02 
Wine 3.49E-08 5.59E-09 1.13E-09 7.21E-09 4.17E-10 2.62E-09 3.93E-05 6.38E-12 2.68E-07 6.67E-08 2.28E-09 
Iris 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 4.91E-04 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 
Table 22 The Wilcoxon rank sum test results of the proposed IIEFA model 
Dataset FA KM CFA1 CFA2 NaFA VSSFA DA SCA MFA GA ACO 
Thyroid 3.42E-08 1.99E-08 3.03E-08 2.67E-08 1.39E-08 4.85E-08 9.74E-04 3.09E-03 6.11E-08 8.32E-02 2.77E-08 
Sonar 1.19E-08 1.79E-05 4.80E-06 9.18E-08 1.48E-05 7.40E-09 2.83E-07 9.03E-11 6.19E-07 8.06E-01 1.10E-05 
Balance 2.55E-05 6.22E-07 5.33E-08 9.90E-08 2.81E-09 5.25E-06 7.79E-02 3.41E-03 4.40E-03 1.58E-02 1.32E-03 
E.coli 2.15E-02 2.84E-05 1.10E-02 6.45E-04 2.77E-03 1.61E-01 1.37E-03 4.43E-12 1.10E-02 1.32E-03 1.42E-04 
Ozone 1.34E-12 1.65E-12 6.09E-13 4.40E-13 1.06E-12 1.06E-12 2.05E-13 7.73E-12 2.05E-13 8.43E-11 6.09E-13 
ALL 5.87E-03 3.38E-01 5.44E-01 2.56E-02 7.92E-03 4.48E-01 2.79E-01 5.78E-09 2.93E-01 4.64E-01 1.18E-01 
Wbc1 6.47E-13 6.47E-13 6.47E-13 6.47E-13 6.47E-13 6.47E-13 2.20E-11 1.86E-11 6.47E-13 8.41E-12 6.47E-13 
Wbc2 4.99E-11 1.58E-13 2.59E-13 2.05E-13 1.20E-11 1.57E-13 2.47E-05 3.31E-11 5.19E-07 7.15E-13 5.56E-03 
Wine 3.52E-04 1.43E-04 4.12E-05 1.21E-04 2.83E-05 9.41E-05 1.15E-02 4.99E-07 9.77E-04 5.90E-04 8.17E-05 
Iris 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 4.91E-04 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 
In summary, the proposed IIEFA and CIEFA models outperform other algorithms in clustering problems from 
two perspectives, i.e. (1) constructing more compact clusters with fas  convergence rates, and (2) improving 
clustering performance in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and Fscore�  measurements, with fewer 
parameter settings. Moreover, CIEFA demonstrates more advantages than IIEFA especially with data sets 
containing inseparable and less compact clusters owing to its enhanced exploration capability. Besides that, 
since redundant features in high-dimensional data sets can deteriorate clustering performance severely, it is 
important to eliminate redundant and irrelevant features in clustering tasks. Subsequently, we employ another 
four high-dimensional data sets to further identify the distinctiveness of the proposed IIEFA and CIEFA models 
and demonstrate their usefulness.   
5 Further Comparison and Analysis Between IIEFA and CIEFA 
Although the distinctiveness between IIEFA and CIEFA is evident on certain challenging data sets, i.e. ALL, 
IIEFA and CIEFA in general demonstrate similar performances on other clustering tasks evaluated so far. To 
better distinguish between CIEFA and IIEFA, both models are further evaluated with another four high-
dimensional data sets, i.e. a skin lesion data set (denoted as Lesion) [84], as well as three UCI data sets [74], i.e. 
Human Activity (Activity), Libras Movements (Libras), and Mice Protein Expression (Protein). The skin lesion 
data set is used in [84], which extracted shape, colour, and texture features of 660 dermoscopic skin lesion 
images from the Edinburgh Research and Innovation (Dermofit) lesion data set [85]. A 98-dimension feature 
vector for each skin lesion image was then obtained to represent the lesion information for subsequent clustering 
analysis. Moreover, the dimensionalities of the Human Activity, Libras, and Mice Protein data sets are 560, 90, 
and 77, respectively. In this research, we employ three classes for the Libras data set and two classes for the 
Skin Lesion, Human Activity and Mice Protein data sets respectively. Details of the data sets are shown in 
Table 23. For each high-dimensional data set, a total of 30 runs are conducted for ach proposed model. In 
order to fully evaluate the model efficiency, no feature selection is applied. The detailed clustering results are 
provided in Table 24. 
Table 23 Four additional high-dimensional data sets for further comparison between IIEFA and CIEFA 
Data set Number of attributes Number of classes Missing values Number of instances 
Activity 560 2 No 600 
Lesion 98 2 No 660 
Protein 77 2 No 300 
Libras 90 3 No 72 
 
As illustrated in Table 24, the empirical results of the CIEFA model for these high-dimensional data sets 
demonstrate sufficient advantages over those of IIEFA according to five performance metrics, i.e. intra-cluster 
distances, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and FscoreM , over 30 runs. As an example, the CIEFA model 
achieves higher average accuracy rates of 67.12%, 80.20%, 76.62%, and 79.07% for the Human Activity, Skin 
Lesion, Mice Protein, and Libras data sets, respectively, while maintaining lower intra-cluster distances with  
these data sets. In contrast, the IIEFA model produces comparatively slightly lower accuracy rates of 64.36%, 
78.54%, 72.38%, and 78.01% for the Human Activity, Skin Lesion, Mice Protein, and Libras data sets, 
respectively, while producing slightly higher intra-cluster distances. A imilar observation can be obtained for 
the other three performance metrics, i.e. sensitivity, specificity, and FscoreM, for both models on most of the 
test cases. This indicates that the CIEFA model offers a better option, as compared with IIEFA, to undertake 
high-dimensional clustering tasks. 
Table 24 The mean clustering results over 30 independent runs with four high-dimensional data sets 
Criteria 
Human Activity (560 dim) Skin Lesion (98 dim) Mice Protein (77 dim) Libras (90 dim) 
IIEFA CIEFA IIEFA CIEFA IIEFA CIEFA IIEFA CIEFA 
fitness 12785 12582 5399.8 5352.8 2345.0 2307.1 466.05 462.95 
accuracy 0.6436 0.6712 0.7854 0.802 0.7238 0.7662 0.7801 0.7907 Fscore� 0.6056 0.6841 0.8036 0.8103 0.7086 0.7523 0.6883 0.6994 
sensitivity 0.6303 0.7123 0.7898 0.7750 0.7562 0.7180 0.6693 0.6861 
specificity 0.6568 0.6300 0.7800 0.8344 0.6913 0.8144 0.8342 0.8431 
 
As discussed above, complexity of clustering tasks is significantly increased on these high-dimensional data sets 
owing to a higher probability of inclusion of noise and redundant or contradictory features. The clustering tasks 
could be even more challenging especially when the data samples are not well-separated, and their distributions 
are far different from compact spherical. As an example, the skin lesion data set [84] consists of two types of 
lesions, benign and malignant. The appearance difference between thes  two types of lesions in terms of shape, 
colour and texture can be very subtle, which sometimes causes confusion even to dermatologists, therefore 
posing great challenges on the clustering tasks. In other words, this hig -dimensional skin lesion data set 
contains highly inseparable and non-compact clusters. The enhanced exploration capability acquired from the 
additional dispersing mechanism in CIEFA accounts for its efficiency in identifying optimal centroids for this 
challenging lesion problem, as well as other UCI data sets, as compared with IIEFA.  
 
In summary, the dispersing mechanism in CIEFA is able to boost the exploration capability by dispatching 
fireflies with high similarities in fitness values to the extended and unexploited search space. As such, the 
probability of identifying optimal centroids closer to the global optima is increased with the assistance of 
intensified local exploration as well as the expanded search territory. Therefore, CIEFA offers a better option, as 
compared with IIEFA, to deal with challenging clustering tasks such as dat  samples with high dimensionality, 
noise, and complicated distributions. 
6. Conclusion 
In this research, we have proposed two FA variants, namely IIEFA and CIEFA, to undertake the problems 
associated with initialization sensitivity and local optima traps of the conventional KM clustering algorithm. 
Two new strategies have been proposed in IIEFA and CIEFA to increase search diversification and efficiency. 
Firstly, the attractiveness coefficient in the original FA model is substituted by a randomized control matrix, 
therefore the one-dimensional search strategy in the original FA model is elevated to a multi-dimensional search 
mechanism with greater search scales and directions for exploration in the neighbourhood. Secondly, in the 
early stage of the search process, a firefly solution sharing a high similarity with another is relocated to a new 
position outside the scope between the two fireflies in comparison. As such, the chances of identifying global 
optima and avoiding local optima are enhanced, owing to the fact that fireflies with high similarities are 
dispersed and the distribution of the whole swarm is more diversified. Therefore, the search efficiency is 
improved with the guarantee of sufficient variance between fireflies in comparison at the early convergence 
stage. The performances of IIEFA- and CIEFA-enhanced KM clustering methods are first investigated with 
ALL and 9 other UCI data sets, which include both high-dimensional and low-dimensional problems. In 
combination with mRMR-based feature selection, the proposed methods shw superiority over the KM 
clustering algorithm, five classical search methods, and five other FA variants in terms of the convergence speed 
and clustering performance with respect to average accuracy rates, sensitivity, pecificity, and macro-average F-
score (Fscore�) over 30 runs. The results have been ascertained using Friedman and Wilcoxon rank sum tests. 
In short, the proposed search strategies account for the improved efficiency in enhancing the cluster centroids of 
original KM clustering, which in turn overcome the local optima traps. Moreover, a dedicated comprehensive 
study has also been conducted to further identify the distinctiveness between IIEFA and CIEFA using four 
additional high-dimensional data sets. The empirical results indicate that CIEFA outperforms IIEFA in dealing 
with challenging clustering tasks with noise, complicated data distributions, and non-compact and less separable 
clusters, owing to its enhanced exploration capability and expanded searchterritory.   
For future research, other objective functions with the consideration of both inter- and intra-cluster 
measurements will be employed to enhance the proposed models for dealing with complex and irregular data 
distribution problems. The proposed FA variants will also be evaluated using other optimization tasks, such as 
discriminative feature selection [39, 84, 86], image segmentation [87, 88], and evolving deep neural network 
generation [89].  
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